The task of discovering natural groupings of input patterns, or clustering, is an important aspect machine learning and pattern analysis. In this paper, we study the widely-used spectral clustering algorithm which clusters data using eigenvectors of a similarity/affinity matrix derived from a data set. In particular, we aim to solve two critical issues in spectral clustering: (1) How to automatically determine the number of clusters? and (2) How to perform effective clustering given noisy and sparse data? An analysis of the characteristics of eigenspace is carried out which shows that (a) Not every eigenvectors of a data affinity matrix is informative and relevant for clustering; (b) Eigenvector selection is critical because using uninformative/irrelevant eigenvectors could lead to poor clustering results; and (c) The corresponding eigenvalues cannot be used for relevant eigenvector selection given a realistic data set.
Introduction
The task of discovering natural groupings of input patterns, or clustering, is an important aspect of machine learning and pattern analysis. Clustering techniques are more and more frequently adopted by various research communities due to the increasing need of modelling large amount of data. As an unsupervised data analysis tool, clustering is desirable for modelling large date sets because the tedious and often inconsistent manual data labelling process can be avoided. The most popular clustering techniques are perhaps mixture models and K-means which are based on estimating explicit models of data distribution. Typically the distribution of a data set generated by a real-world system is complex and of an unknown shape, especially given the inevitable existence of noise. In this case, mixture models and K-means are expected to yield poor results since an explicit estimation of data distribution is difficult if even possible. Spectral clustering offers an attractive alternative which clusters data using eigenvectors of a similarity/affinity matrix derived from the original data set. In certain cases spectral clustering even becomes the only option. For instance, when different data points are represented using feature vectors of variable lengths, mixture models or K-means can not be applied, while spectral clustering can still be employed as long as a pair-wise similarity measure can be defined for the data.
In spite of the extensive studies in the past on spectral clustering [21, 18, 25, 19, 12, 15, 26, 6, 3] , two critical issues remain largely unresolved: (1) How to automatically determine the number of clusters?
and (2) How to perform effective clustering given noisy and sparse data? Most previous work assumed that the number of clusters is known or has been manually set [21, 18, 12] . Recently researchers started to tackle the first issue, i.e. determining the cluster number automatically. Smyth [19] proposed to use a Monte-Carlo cross validation approach to determine the number of clusters for sequences modelled using Hidden Markov Models (HMMs). This approach is computationally expensive and thus not suitable for large data sets common to applications such as image segmentation. Porikli and Haga [15] employed a validity score computed using the largest eigenvectors 1 of a data affinity matrix to determine the number of clusters for video-based activity classification. Zelnik-Manor and Perona [26] proposed to determine the optimal cluster number through minimising the cost of aligning the top eigenvectors with a canonical coordinate system. The approaches in [15] and [26] are similar in that both of them are based on analysing the structures of the largest eigenvectors of a normalised data affinity matrix. In particular, assuming a number K m that is considered to be safely larger than the true number of clusters K true , the top K m eigenvectors were exploited in both approaches to infer K true . However, these approaches do not take into 1 The largest eigenvectors are eigenvectors that their corresponding eigenvalues are the largest in magnitude.
account the inevitable presence of noise in a realistic visual data set, i.e. they fail to address explicitly the second issue. They are thus error prone especially when the sample size is small. show another example with a fair amount of overlapping between clusters. As expected, in this less 'ideal' case, the distributions of eigenvector elements are less informative in general in that the gaps between elements corresponding to different clusters are more blurred. However, it is still the case that some eigenvectors are more informative than others. Note that for better illustration we have ordered the points in (b)-(g) and (j)-(o) so that points belonging to the same cluster appear consecutively. In all figures, the three clusters are indicated using different symbols in different colours.
We argue that the key to solving the two above-mentioned issues is to select the relevant eigenvectors which provide useful information about the natural grouping of data. To justify the need for eigenvector selection, we shall answer a couple of fundamental questions in spectral clustering. First, does every eigenvector provide useful information (therefore is needed) for clustering? It has been shown analytically that in an 'ideal' case in which all points in different clusters are infinitely far apart, the elements of the top K true eigenvectors form clusters with distinctive gaps between them which can be readily used to separate data into different groups [12] . In other words, all top K true eigenvectors are equally informative. However, theoretically it is not guaranteed that other top eigenvectors are equally informative even in the 'ideal' case.
Figures 1(f) and (g) suggest that, in a 'close-to-ideal' case, not all top eigenvectors are equally informative and useful for clustering. Now let us look at a realistic case where there exist noise and a fair amount of similarities between clusters. In this case, the distribution of elements of an eigenvector is far more complex.
A general observation is that the gaps between clusters in the elements of the top eigenvectors are blurred and some eigenvectors, including those among the top K true , are uninformative [6, 3, 12] . This is shown clearly in Figure 1 . Therefore, the answer to the first question is 'no' especially given a realistic data set.
Second, is eigenvector selection necessary? It seems intuitive to include those less informative eigenvectors in the clustering process because, in principle, a clustering algorithm is expected to perform better given more information about the data grouping. However, in practice, the inclusion of uninformative eigenvectors can degrade the clustering process as demonstrated extensively later in the paper. This is hardly surprising because in a general context of pattern analysis, the importance of removing those noisy/uninformative features has long been recognised [2, 5] . The answer to the second question is thus 'yes'. Given the answers to the above two questions, it becomes natural to consider performing eigenvector selection for spectral clustering. In this paper, we propose a novel relevant eigenvector selection algorithm and demonstrate that it indeed leads to more efficient and accurate estimation of the number of clusters and better clustering results compared to existing approaches. To our knowledge, this paper is the first to use eigenvector selection to improve spectral clustering results.
The rest of the paper is organised as follows. In Section 2, we first define the spectral clustering problem.
An efficient and robust eigenvector selection algorithm is then introduced which measures the relevance of each eigenvector according to how well it can separate a data set into different clusters. Based on the eigenvector selection result, only the relevant eigenvectors will be used for a simultaneous cluster number estimation and data clustering based on a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) and the Bayesian Information
Criterion (BIC). The effectiveness and robustness of our approach is demonstrated first in Section 2 using synthetic data sets, then in Sections 3 and 4 on solving two real-world visual pattern analysis problems.
Specifically, in Section 3, the problem of image segmentation using spectral clustering is investigated. In Section 4, human behaviour captured on CCTV footage in a secured entrance surveillance scene is analysed for automated discovery of different types of behaviour patterns based on spectral clustering. Both synthetic and real data experiments presented in this paper show that our approach outperforms the approaches proposed in [15] and [26] . The paper concludes in Section 5.
Spectral Clustering with Eigenvector Relevance learning
Let us first formally define the spectral clustering problem. Given a set of N data points/input patterns represented using feature vectors
we aim to discover the natural grouping of the input data. The optimal number of groups/clusters K o is automatically determined to best describe the underlying distribution of the data set. We have
if it is estimated correctly. Note that different feature vectors can be of different dimensionalities. An N×N affinity matrix A = {A ij } can be formed whose element A ij measures the affinity/similarity between the ith and jth feature vectors. Note that A needs to be symmetric, i.e. A ij = A ji . The eigenvectors of A can be employed directly for clustering. However, it has been shown in [21, 18] that it is more desirable to perform clustering based on the eigenvectors of the normalised affinity matrixĀ, defined as
where L is an N ×N diagonal matrix with L ii = j A ij . We assume that the number of clusters is between 1 and K m , a number considered to be sufficiently larger than K o . The training data set is then represented in an eigenspace using the K m largest eigenvectors ofĀ, denoted as
with the nth feature vector f n being represented as a K m dimensional vector x n = [e 1n , . . . , e kn . . . , e Kmn ], where e kn is the nth element of the kth largest eigenvector e k . Note that now each feature vector in the new data set is of the same dimensionality K m . The task of spectral clustering now is to determine the number of clusters and then group the data into different clusters using the new data representation in the eigenspace.
As analysed earlier in the paper, intrinsically only a subset of the K m largest eigenvectors are relevant for grouping K o clusters and it is important to first identify and remove those irrelevant/uninformative eigenvectors before performing clustering. How do we measure the relevance of an eigenvector? An intuitive solution would be investigating the associated eigenvalue for each eigenvector. The analysis in [12] shows that in an 'ideal' case where different clusters are infinitely far apart, the top K true (relevant) eigenvectors have a corresponding eigenvalue of magnitude 1 and others do not. In this case, simply selecting those eigenvectors would solve the problem. In fact, estimation of the number of clusters also becomes trivial by simply looking at the eigenvalues: it is equal to the number of eigenvalues of magnitude 1. Indeed, eigenvalues are useful when the data are clearly separated, i.e., close to the 'ideal' case. This is illustrated in Figure 1 (h) which shows that both eigenvector selection and cluster number estimation can be solved based purely on eigenvalues. However, given a 'not-so-ideal' data set such as the one in Figure 1 well it can separate a data set into different clusters.
We denote the likelihood of the kth largest eigenvector e k being relevant as R e k , with 0 ≤ R e k ≤ 1. We assume that the elements of e k , e kn can follow two different distributions, namely unimodal and multimodal, depending on whether e k is relevant. The probability density function (pdf) of e kn is thus formulated as a mixture model of two components: ) otherwise. R e k acts as the weight or mixing probability of the second mixture component. In our algorithm, the distribution of e kn is assumed to be a single Gaussian (unimodal) to reflect the fact that e k cannot be used for data clustering when it is irrelevant:
where N (.|µ, σ) denotes a Gaussian of mean µ and covariance σ 2 . We assume the second component of P (e k |θ e k ) as a mixture of two Gaussians (multimodal) to reflect the fact that e k can separate one cluster of data from the others when it is relevant:
where w k is the weight of the first Gaussian in p(e kn |θ 2 e kn
). There are two reasons for using a mixture of two Gaussians even when e kn forms more than two clusters and/or the distribution of each cluster is not ). This makes model learning possible even given sparse data.
There are 8 parameters required for describing the distribution of e kn :
The maximum likelihood (ML) estimate of θ e kn can be obtained using the following algorithm. (e kn − µ k1 ) 2 . The rest 6 parameters are then estimated iteratively using Expectation Maximisation (EM) [4] . Specifically, in the E-step, the posterior probability that each mixture component is responsible for e kn is estimated as:
In the M-step, 6 distribution parameters are re-estimated as:
Since the EM algorithm is essentially a local (greedy) searching method, it could be sensitive to parameter initialisation especially given noisy and sparse data [4] . To overcome this problem, the value of R e k is initialised as 0.5 and the values of the other five parameters, namely µ k2 , µ k3 , σ k2 , σ k3 and w k are initialised randomly. The solution that yields the highest p(e kn |θ 2 e kn ) over multiple random initialisations is chosen. 
Figure 2: Synthetic eigenvectors and the estimated relevance measure R e k . The elements of each eigenvectors are composed of three uniformly distributed clusters. The mean of the three clusters are m1, 0, and −m1 respectively. Obviously, the bigger the value of m1, the more distinctive three clusters are formed in the distribution of the eigenvector and the more relevant the eigenvector is.
It is important to point out the following:
1. Although our relevance learning algorithm is based on estimating the distribution of the elements of each eigenvector, we are only interested in learning how likely the distribution is unimodal or multimodal, which is reflected by the value of R e k . In other words, among the 8 free parameters of the eigenvector distribution (Eqn. (4)), R e k is the only parameter that we are after. This is why our algorithm works well even when there are more than 2 clusters and/or the distribution of each cluster is not Gaussian. This is demonstrated by a simple example in Figure 2 and more examples later in the paper. In particular, Figure 2 shows that when the distributions of eigenvector elements belonging to different clusters are uniform and there are more than two clusters, the value of R e k estimated using our algorithm can still accurately reflect how relevant/informative an eigenvector is. Note that in the example shown in Figure 2 synthetic eigenvectors are examined so that we know exactly what the distribution of the eigenvector elements is.
2. The distribution of e kn is modelled as a mixture of two components with one of the mixture itself being a mixture model. In addition, the two mixtures of the model have clear semantic meanings:
the first mixture corresponds to the unimodal mode of the data, the second mixture correspond to the multimodal model. This makes the model clearly different from a mixture of three components. This difference must be reflected by the model learning procedure, i.e. instead of learning all 8 parameters simultaneously using EM as one does for a standard 3-component mixture, the parameters are learned in two steps and only the second step is based on the EM algorithm. Specifically, θ e kn (Eqn. (4)) are not estimated iteratively using a standard EM algorithm although part of θ e kn , namely θ 2 e kn , are.
This is critical because if all the 8 parameters are re-estimated in each iteration, the distribution of e kn is essentially modelled as a mixture of three Gaussians, and the estimated R e k would represent the weight of two of the three Gaussians. This is very different from what R e k is meant to represent, i.e.
the likelihood of e k being relevant for data clustering.
The estimated R e k provides a continuous-value measurement of the relevance of e k . Since a 'harddecision' is needed for dimension reduction, we simply eliminate the kth eigenvector e k among the K m candidate eigenvectors if
The remaining relevant eigenvectors are then weighted using R e k . This gives us a new data set denoted as
where y n is a feature vector of dimensionality K r which is the number of selected relevant eigenvectors.
We model the distribution of D r using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) for data clustering. Bayesian
Information Criterion (BIC) is then employed to select the optimal number of Gaussian components, which corresponds to the optimal number of clusters K o . Each feature vector in the training data set is then labelled as one of the K o clusters using the learned GMM with K o Gaussian components. The complete algorithm is summarised in Figure 3 .
Let us first evaluate the effectiveness of our approach using a synthetic data set. We consider an onedimensional data set generated from 4 different 3-state HMMs (i.e. the hidden variable at each time instance can assume 3 states). The parameters of a HMM are denoted as {A, π, B}, where A is the transition matrix representing the probabilities of transition between states, π is a vector of the initial state probability, and B contains the parameters of the emission density (in this case Gaussians with a mean µ i and variance σ i for input : A set of N data points/input patterns D (Eqn. (1) Estimate the relevance of each eigenvector R e k using the proposed eigenvector selection algorithm;
4
Eliminate the ith eigenvector if R e i < 0.5;
5
Weight the relevant eigenvectors using R e k and form a new data set D r (Eqn. (6));
6
Model the distribution of D r using a GMM and estimate the number of Gaussian component as K o 7 using BIC; Assign the original data point f i to cluster j if and only if the ith data point in D r was assigned to the 8 jth cluster. Figure 3 : The proposed spectral clustering algorithm based on relevant eigenvector selection.
the ith state). The parameters of the 4 HMMs are:
A training set of 80 sequences was generated which was composed of 20 sequences randomly sampled from each HMM. The lengths of these segments were set randomly ranging from 200 to 600. The data were then perturbed with uniformly distributed random noise with a range of [−0.5 0.5]. Given a pair of sequences S i and S j , the affinity between them is computed as:
where H i and H j are the 3-state HMMs learned using S i and S j respectively 2 , P (S j |H i ) is the likelihood of observing S j given H i , P (S i |H j ) is the likelihood of observing S i given H j , and T i and T j are the lengths of S i and S j respectively 3 . clustering. Figure 4 (e) shows that the 4 clusters are clearly separable in the eigenspace spanning the top 3 most relevant eigenvectors. It is thus not surprising that the number of clusters was determined correctly as 4 using BIC on the relevant eigenvectors (see Figure 4(d) ). The clustering result is illustrated using the re-ordered affinity matrix in Figure 4 (f), which shows that all four clusters were discovered accurately. We also estimated the number of clusters using three alternative methods: (a) BIC using all 16 eigenvectors; (b)
Porikli and Haga's Validity score [15] (maximum score correspond to the optimal number); and (c) ZelnikPerona cost function [26] (minimum cost correspond to the optimal number). Figures 4(g) -(i) show that none of these methods was able to yield an accurate estimate of the cluster number.
In the previous synthetic data experiment, the 4 clusters in the data set have the same number of data points. It is interesting to evaluate the performance of the proposed algorithm using unevenly distributed data sets since a real-world data set is more likely to be unevenly distributed. In the next experiment, a data set was generated by the same 4 different 3-state HMMs but with different clusters having different sizes.
In particular, the size of the largest cluster is 12 times bigger than that of the smallest one. Each data point was perturbed by random noise with the identical uniform distribution as the previous experiment. Figure   6 shows that the cluster number was correctly determined as 4 and all data points were grouped into the right clusters. A data set of a more extreme distribution was also clustered using our algorithm. In this experiment, the size of the largest cluster is 54 times bigger than that of the smallest one. Figure 7 show that the number clusters was determined as 3. As a result, the smallest cluster was merged with another cluster.
Note that in the experiments presented above the data synthesised from the true models were perturbed using noise. In a real-world application, there will also be outliers in the data, i.e. the data generated by the unknown model are replaced by noise. In order to examine the effect of outliers on the proposed clustering algorithm, two more synthetic data experiments were carried out. In the first experiment, 5 percent of the data points used in Figure 4 were replaced with uniformly distributed random noise with a range of [ 0 6] (e.g. in a sequence of a length 400, 20 data points were randomly chosen and replaced by noise). Figure 8 indicates that the 5 percent outliers had little effect on clustering result. In particular, it was automatically determined that there were 4 clusters. After clustering, only 1 data point was grouped into the wrong cluster. In the second experiment, 20 percent of the data points were substituted using noise. In this experiment, the number of clusters was determined as 3 (see Figure 8(b) ). Figure 9 (c) shows the clustering result. It was found that among the three clusters, one cluster of 19 data points were all generated by one HMM. The other two clusters, sized 32 and 29 respectively, accounted for the other three HMMs in the true model.
In summary, the experiments demonstrate that our spectral clustering algorithm is able to deal with unevenly distributed data sets as long as the size difference between clusters is not too extreme. The algorithm is also shown to be robust to both perturbed noise and outliers.
Image Segmentation
Our eigenvector selection based spectral clustering algorithm has been applied to image segmentation. A pixel-pixel pair-wise affinity matrix A is constructed for an image based on the Intervening Contours method introduced in [11] . First, for the ith pixel on the image the magnitude of the orientation energy along the dominant orientation is computed as OE(i) using oriented filter pairs. The local support area for the computation of OE(i) has a radius of 30. The value of OE(i) ranges between 0 and infinity. A probabilitylike variable p con is then computed as
The value of σ is related to the noise level of the image. It is set as 0.02 in this paper. The value of p con is close to 1 when the orientation energy is much greater than the noise level, indicating the presence of a strong edge. Second, given any pair of pixels in the image, the pixel affinity is computed as
where M ij are those local maxima along the line connecting pixels i and j. The dissimilarity between pixels i and j is high (A ij is low) if the orientation energy along the line between the two pixels is strong (i.e. the two pixels are on the different sides of a strong edge). The cues of contour and texture differences are exploited simultaneously in forming the affinity matrix. The spectral clustering algorithm using such an affinity matrix aims to partition an image into regions of coherent brightness and texture. Note that colour information is not used this formulation. The segmentation results using the proposed algorithm and Zelnik-Manor and Perona's self-tuning spectral clustering algorithm are shown in the middle and bottom row respectively. From left to right, the optimal number of segments K o were determined as 9,4,8 using our algorithm. They were estimated as 9,2,7 using the self-tuning approach.
Video Behaviour Pattern Clustering
Our spectral clustering algorithm has also been applied to solve the video based behaviour profiling problem in automated CCTV surveillance. Given 24/7 continuously recorded video or online CCTV input, the goal of automatic behaviour profiling is to learn a model that is capable of detecting unseen abnormal behaviour patterns whilst recognising novel instances of expected normal behaviour patterns. To achieve the goal, the natural grouping of behaviour patterns captured in a training data set is first discovered using the proposed spectral clustering algorithm. These groupings form behaviour classes. A behaviour model is then constructed based on the clustering result. This model can be employed to detect abnormal behaviours and recognise normal behaviours.
Behaviour Pattern Representation
A continuous surveillance video V is first segmented into N segments V = {v 1 , . . . , v n , . . . , v N } so that each segment contains approximately a single behaviour pattern. The nth video segment v n consisting of T n image frames is represented as v n = {I n1 , . . . , I nt , . . . , I nTn }, where I nt is the tth image frame. Depending on the nature of the video sequence to be processed, various segmentation approaches can be adopted. Since we are focusing on surveillance video, the most commonly used shot change detection based segmentation approach is not appropriate. In a not-too-busy scenario, there are often non-activity gaps between two consecutive behaviour patterns which can be utilised for activity segmentation. In the case where obvious non-activity gaps are not available, an on-line segmentation algorithm proposed in [22] can be adopted.
Alternatively, the video can be simply sliced into overlapping segments with a fixed time duration [27] .
A discrete event based approach is then adopted for behaviour representation [9, 23] . Firstly, an adaptive Gaussian mixture background model [20] is adopted to detect foreground pixels which are modelled using Pixel Change History (PCH) [24] . Secondly, the foreground pixels in a vicinity are grouped into a blob using the connected component method. Each blob with its average PCH value greater than a threshold is then defined as a scene-event. A detected scene-event is represented as a 7-dimensional feature vector
where (x,ȳ) is the centroid of the blob, (w, h) is the blob dimension, R f is the filling ratio of foreground pixels within the bounding box associated with the blob, and (M p x, M p y) are a pair of first order moments of the blob represented by PCH. Among these features, (x,ȳ) are location features, (w, h) and R f are principally shape features but also contain some indirect motion information, and (M p x, M p y) are motion features capturing the direction of object motion.
Thirdly, classification is performed in the 7D scene-event feature space using a Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM). The number of scene-event classes K e captured in the videos is determined by automatic model order selection based on Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) [17] . The learned GMM is used to classify each detected event into one of the K e event classes. Finally, the behaviour pattern captured in the nth video segment v n is represented as a feature vector P n , given as
where T n is the length of the nth video segment and the tth element of P n is a K e dimensional variable:
p nt corresponds to the tth image frame of v n where p k nt is the posterior probability that an event of the kth event class has occurred in the frame given the learned GMM. If an event of the kth class is detected in the tth image frame of v n , we have 0 < p k nt ≤ 1; otherwise, we have p k nt = 0. Note that multiple events from different event classes can be detected simultaneously in a single frame.
Forming a Behaviour Pattern Affinity Matrix
Consider a training data set D = {P 1 , . . . , P n , . . . , P N } consisting of N behaviour patterns, where P n is the nth behaviour pattern feature vector as defined above. To cluster the data using the proposed spectral clustering algorithm, a similarity measure between a pair of behaviour patterns needs to be defined. Note that the feature vectors P n can be of different lengths; therefore dynamic warping is required before they can be compared with. A definition of a distance/affinity metric among these variable length feature vectors is not simply Euclidean therefore requires a nontrivial string similarity measure.
We utilise Dynamic Bayesian Networks (DBNs) to provide a dynamic representation of each behaviour pattern feature vector in order to both address the need for dynamic warping and provide a string similarity metric. More specifically, each behaviour pattern in the training set is modelled using a DBN. To measure the affinity between two behaviour patterns represented as P i and P j , two DBNs denoted as B i and B j are trained on P i and P j respectively using the EM algorithm [4, 8] . Similar to the synthetic data case (see Section 2), the affinity between P i and P j is then computed as:
where P (P j |B i ) is the likelihood of observing P j given B i , and T i and T j are the lengths of P i and P j respectively. DBNs of different topologies can be used. However, it is worth pointing out that since a DBN needs to be learned for every single behaviour pattern in the training data set which could be short in duration, a DBN with less number of parameters is desirable. In this work, we employ a Multi-Observation Hidden Markov Model (MOHMM) [9] shown in Fig. 13(b) . Compared to a standard HMM (see Fig. 13(a) ), the observational space is factorised by assuming that each observed feature (p k nt ) is independent of each other.
Consequently, the number of parameters for describing a MOHMM is much lower than that for a HMM (2K e N s + N s 2 − 1 for a MOHMM and (K e 2 + 3K e )N s /2 + N s 2 − 1 for a HMM). Note that in this paper, the number of hidden states for the MOHMM is set to K e , i.e. the number of event classes. This is reasonable because the value of N s should reflect the complexity of a behaviour pattern, so should the value of K e .
Constructing a Behaviour Model
Using our relevant eigenvector selection based spectral clustering algorithm described in Section 2, the N behaviour patterns in the training set are clustered into K o behaviour pattern classes. To build a model for the observed/expected behaviour, we first model the kth behaviour class using a MOHMM B k . The parameters of B k , θ B k are estimated using all the patterns in the training set that belong to the kth class.
A behaviour model M is then formulated as a mixture of the K o MOHMMs. Given an unseen behaviour pattern, represented as a behaviour pattern feature vector P, the likelihood of observing P given M is
where N is the total number of training behaviour patterns and N k is the number of patterns that belong to the kth behaviour class.
Once the behaviour model is constructed, an unseen behaviour pattern is detected as abnormal if
where T h A is a threshold. When an unseen behaviour pattern is detected as normal, the normal behaviour model M can also be used for recognising it as one of the K behaviour pattern classes learned from the training set. More specifically, an unseen behaviour pattern is assigned to thekth behaviour class when
. Table 1 : Six classes of commonly occurred behaviour patterns in the entrance scene.
Experiments
Experiments were conducted on an entrance surveillance scenario. A CCTV camera was mounted on the ceiling of an office entry corridor, monitoring people entering and leaving the office area (see Figure 14) .
The office area is secured by an entrance-door which can only be opened by scanning an entry card on the wall next to the door (see middle frame in Figure 14(b) ). Two side-doors were also located at the right hand side of the corridor. People from both inside and outside the office area have access to those two side-doors.
Typical behaviours occurring in the scene would be people entering or leaving either the office area or the side-doors, and walking towards the camera. Each behaviour pattern would normally last a few seconds.
For this experiment, a data set was collected over 5 different days consisting of 6 hours of video totalling 432000 frames captured at 20Hz with 320 × 240 pixels per frame. This data set was then segmented into sections separated by any motionless intervals lasting for more than 30 frames. This resulted in 142 video segments of actual behaviour pattern instances. Each segment has on average 121 frames with shortest 42 and longest 394. Discrete events were detected and classified using automatic model order selection in clustering, resulting in four classes of events corresponding to the common constituents of all behaviours in this scene:
'entering/leaving the near end of the corridor', 'entering/leaving the entry-door', 'entering/leaving the sidedoors', and 'in corridor with the entry door closed'. Examples of detected events are shown in Fig. 14 using colour-coded bounding boxes. It is noted that due to the narrow view nature of the scene, differences between the four common events are rather subtle and can be mis-identified based on local information (space and time) alone, resulting in errors in event detection. The fact that these events are also common con- stituents to different behaviour patterns means that local events treated in isolation hold little discriminative information for behaviour profiling.
The upper limit of the behaviour class number K m was set to 16 in the experiments. Over the 20 trials, on average 6 eigenvectors were automatically determined as being relevant for clustering with smallest 4 and largest 9. The number of clusters for each training set was determined automatically as 6 in every trial.
It is observed that each discovered data cluster mainly contained samples corresponding to one of the 6 behaviour classes listed in Table 1 (on average, 85% of the data samples in each cluster belong to one of the 6 behaviour classes). In comparison, all three alternative approaches, including BIC without eigenvector selection, Porikli and Haga's validity score, and Zelnik-Manor and Perona's cost function, tended to severely underestimate the class number. Figure 15 shows an example of discovering behaviour classes using spectral clustering. Compared to the synthetic data and image segmentation data, the behaviour pattern data are much more noisy and difficult to group. This is reflected by the fact that the elements of the eigenvectors show less information about the data grouping (see Figures 15 (j)-(o) ). However, using only the relevant/informative eigenvectors, our algorithm can still discover the behaviour classes correctly. Based on the clustering result, a normal behaviour model was constructed as a mixture of MOHMMs as described in Section 4.3. Abnormality detection -To measure the performance of the learned models on abnormality detection, each behaviour pattern in the testing sets was manually labelled as normal if there were similar patterns in the corresponding training sets and abnormal otherwise. On average, there were 7 abnormal behaviour patterns in each testing set which consists of 62 behaviour patterns. The detection rate and false alarm rate of abnormality detection are shown in the form of a ROC curve. Figure 16 (a) shows that high detection rate and low false alarm rate have been achieved. T h A (see Eqn. ( 14)) was set to −0.2 in the rest results unless otherwise specified, which gave an abnormality detection rate of 85.4 ± 2.9% and false alarm rate of 6.1 ± 3.1%.
Recognition of normal behaviours -To measure the performance of behaviour recognition results, the normal behaviour patterns in the testing sets were manually labelled into different behaviour classes. A normal behaviour pattern was recognised correctly if it was detected as normal and classified into the right behaviour class. The behaviour recognition results is illustrated as a confusion matrix shown in Figure 16(b) .
Overall, the recognition rates had a mean of 77.9% and standard deviation of 4.8% for the 6 behaviour classes over 20 trials.
Our experiments show that given a challenging dynamic visual data clustering problem, the proposed clustering algorithm is able to determine the correct number of clusters and groups the data into behaviour classes accurately. In comparison, alternative approaches tend to severely under-estimate the number of clusters (see Figure 15) . Our experiments also demonstrate that our behaviour model constructed based on the clustering result can be used for successfully detecting abnormal behaviour patterns and recognising normal ones.
Discussion and Conclusion
In this paper, we analysed and demonstrated that (1) Not every eigenvector of a data affinity matrix is informative and relevant for clustering; (2) Eigenvector selection is critical because using uninformative/irrelevant eigenvectors could lead to poor clustering results; and (3) The corresponding eigenvalues cannot be used for relevant eigenvector selection given a realistic data set. Motivated by the analysis, a novel spectral clustering algorithm was proposed which differs from previous approaches in that only informative/relevant eigenvectors are employed for determining the number of clusters and performing clustering. The key element of the proposed algorithm is a simple but effective relevance learning method which measures the relevance of an eigenvector according to how well it can separate the data set into different clusters. Our algorithm was evaluated using synthetic data sets as well as real-world data sets generated from two challenging visual learning problems. The results demonstrated that our algorithm is able to estimate the cluster number correctly and reveal natural grouping of the input data/patterns even given sparse and noisy data.
It is interesting to note that eigen-decomposition of a similarity matrix is similar to Principal Component Analysis (PCA) in the sense that both aim to reduce the dimensionality of the feature space for data representation. Each row of an affinity matrix can be used for representing one data point. In doing so N data points are represented in a N-dimensional feature space. Although no information will be lost in this representation, the clustering process will suffer from the curse of dimensionality problem. After eigendecomposition, if all N eigenvectors are used for data representation, the same problem remains. Therefore, all spectral clustering algorithms must perform eigenvector selection. However the selection criteria used by previous approaches are simple: either the largest K true is selected if K true is known or the largest K m are selected where K m is considered to be safely larger than the unknown K true . In this paper we have demonstrated that the previous criteria would not work given realistic data. To solve the problem, we have proposed a completely different criterion. Specifically eigenvector selection is performed based on measuring how informative/relevant each eigenvector is.
We chose different K m in different experiments presented in the paper. As mentioned earlier, K m is a number considered to be safely larger than the true model order K true . Then a problem will arise: how to chose K m when you have no idea at all on what the true model order is? Fortunately, there is a solution. As a rule of thumb, given N data points generated from a model of C k parameters, if N < 5C k then there is no hope that the data can be modelled or clustered properly. In our approach, K true clusters will be modelled using at least 3K true − 1 parameters (when only one eigenvector is relevant and modelled by a Gaussian mixture model). Therefore K m = N/5 would be a reasonable choice for a number that is safely larger than K true . Otherwise, the data set will be too sparse to cluster. In our video behaviour pattern clustering experiment, we know nothing about how many different classes of behaviour patterns there could be, so we used K m = N/5. In the case of image segmentation, N is in the order of 100000; so using that equation is inappropriate. However we often know roughly how many regions there will be in an image in a normal case. We therefore chose K m = 20 in the image segmentation experiments.
It is noted in our experiments that following an identical procedure using BIC but without eigenvector selection will lead to an underestimation of the number of clusters. It is not surprising as BIC is known to have the tendency of underestimating the model complexity given sparse and/or noisy data [16, 7] . In particular, in a high-dimensional eigenspace spanned by the top K m eigenvectors, the Gaussian Mixture Model (GMM) used for modelling data distribution in the eigenspace would suffers from the 'Curse of Dimensionality' problem, therefore can only be learned poorly. This contributes to the underestimation of cluster numbers. This problem will remain even if the data set is free of noise and the clusters are well-separated. The approaches proposed in [15] and [26] are less likely to suffer from the same problem because no explicit model fitting is involved. However, they are still sensitive to the presence of noise since all noise-corrupted eigenvectors are used without discrimination. This is why their performance on clustering real-world data is inferior to that of our algorithm.
It is worth pointing out that the distribution of the elements of an eigenvector depends on the data distribution in the original feature space. The latter will also affect the way noise is propagated in the eigenspace. Since the data distribution in the original feature space is unknown and often difficult to be expressed in an analytical form, an analysis of eigenspace distribution and error propagation is nontrivial.
Our eigenvector selection algorithm is essentially a data-driven approach which is independent of the data distribution in the original feature space. This is one of desirable characteristic of the algorithm.
In this paper, the BIC was used with GMM to estimate the number of clusters. Numerous alternative model selection criteria exist for a GMM although BIC is arguably the most commonly used one [7, 1] .
The ongoing work includes investigating the effect of employing different model selection criteria on the performance of our algorithm.
